
Company profile

1958. The company is founded by the danish engineer Niels Tønnes
Pedersen. At this point, the company carries his full name, but it can be
seen where the name NTP comes from: it is  the founder’s
initials.

1960-67 In the first years the company acted as a consulting engineer, and
developed a range of electro-mechanical devices, remotely controlled
by means of audio signals through telephone lines.

1967 Production of the first audio product - a light spot Peak Program Meter -
is initiated. At that time the PPM was electro-mechanical, and the
principle was based on moving mirror arrangement which reflected a
light spot onto a scale.

1970 Through the seventies, the range was increased to include audio
processing equipment (such as limiter amplifiers, equalizers, and even
audio mixers), and the PPM program was also extended

1973 Steadily increasing exports now exceed 50% of the total production.
The first non light spot PPM is presented.

1974 The company changes its name to NTP Elektronik, still under the same
management

1975 Niels Tønnes Pedersen retires, selling his shares to Incentive, a danish
holding company. Shortly later NTP sells the remote control activities,
and concentrates on professional audio equipment

1980-85 NTP launches a fully electronic audio routing switcher, the type 512.
This high quality, compact system quickly gains a large share of the
market, resulting in the audio routing system business becoming the
main activity for NTP.
In this period, export exceeds 95% of the company's turn over.

1987 The first digital audio routing switcher - type 525 - is introduced. The
switching is accomplished digitally via a Time Division Multiplex bus.

1989 The 477-series,  first micro processor based PPMs, using DSP to
process the analog audio signal, is introduced.

1990 NTP moves to larger, more modern premises, in Herlev on the outskirts
of  Copenhagen

1993 NTP is acquired by mbs, a leading German audio and video
manufacturer and turn-key project supplier.

1994-96 The new Multinorm Digital audio routing switcher type 625 is
introduced. In cooperation with mbs, a number of projects integrating
the 625 switcher with the mbs Diamond digital On-air mixers are
completed.
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Argentina:
Radio Mitre

Australia:
ABC, Channel 7, Channel  9

Austria:
ORF, Siemens

Belgium:
BRTN, RTBF,  RTL, VTM

Brazil:
TVA

Chile:
Television Nacional de Chile

Croatia:
RTV

Czech Republic:
Ceska Televize

Denmark:
B&O, DR,  Lyrec, RE, T. Orland,
Teledenmark, TV2, Nordisk Film

Egypt:
ERT

Eire:
RTE

Estonia:
Tallinin Recording & Prod.

Finland:
OY Yleisradio, P&T

France:
AAVS, Canal +, Digitec, Europe 1,
FR3, Radio France, Radio NRJ,
RFI, SFP, Thomson,  TF1

Germany:
BR, BFE, Delta, DW,
Georg Neuman, HR, MCI,
MDR, NDR, ORB, RB, RIAS, RTL,
SDR, SDF, WDR, Telekom

Major Customers

Greece:
ERT, Mega Channel

Holland:
BTP, NOB, Radio Nederland
Wereldomroep,  Radio Veronica,

Hong Kong:
Radio Hong Kong, Star TV

Hungary:
Magyar Radio, MTV

Iceland:
Radio Iceland

India:
All India Radio

Israel:
Israel Broadcasting Authority

Italy:
RAI, Videotime, Orbit Commu-
nication

Japan:
NHK, TBS, FM Japan,
 ASAHI Hoso

Jordan:
Jordan Radio

Korea:
KBS

Kuwait:
Kuwait TV

Luxembourg:
RTL, CLT

Monte Carlo:
RMC

New Zealand:
Radio New Zealand

Norway:
NRK, Sandar, Seem Audio, TV2,
Telenor

Oman:
Oman Radio

Poland:
Polski Radio

Portugal:
RDP, RTP

Serbia/Montenegro:
Radio Beograd

Slovenia:
Televizie Slovenja

South Africa:
SABC

Spain:
Euskal Telebista,  Pesa, RNE, TVE,
TVV-C9, TV3

Sweden:
Eurosport, Filmnet, Sveriges
Riksradio, Teracom, TV4

Switzerland:
ABB, Alcatel, Ghielmetti, Nagra,
PTT, SF-DRS/RSR/RSI,
Studer/Revox

United Kingdom:
Ampex, BBC, BFBS, GVG, LBC,
MBI, Neve, Quantel, Sony, SSL,
Tektronik, Yorkshire TV

The Vatican:
Radio Vaticana

Tunisia:
ERTT

USA:
WNYC, Pacific Recorders,
Sony Music
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A few words about NTP
and this Short Form Catalogue......
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For many  years, NTP has been a
highly  renowned  manufacturer  of
high  quality audio instruments, as well
as custom systems for radio and
television  broadcasters,  all over the
world.
NTP’s truly international experience is
verified by the fact that export sales
account  for well over 90% of the
production.  NTP’s  carefully selected
worldwide network of distributors
provides customers with assistance
and support before and after the
purchase of equipment.
Whenever you deal with NTP or one of
NTP’s distributors, you can expect to
meet  competent staff, with deep
understanding of your applications,
and who will  be able to deal with all of
your questions.
Due to the outstanding quality of its
standard instruments, NTP has
become a trend setter in the field of
Peak Program Meters; and  the range
is constantly updated and improved,
without affecting the compatibility or
modularity of the product.
The transition from analog to digital in
the audio domain  was foreseen by
NTP, resulting in quite a number of
digital audio instruments in this
catalogue, which are finding their way
into many broadcasting houses and
production facilities.
Many of them are specially designed
to operate in a mixed analog and
digital environment.
In the field of Audio Routing Switchers,
NTP also strive to meet the
challenging demands of our
customers. Products are developped
and designed in close cooperation with
customers, thus combining the
experience and innovative thinking of
all concerned.
The success story of NTP’s analog
switchers type 512 and 612 will be
continued by the truly digital, TDM bus
based switcher type 625.
Our aim is to continue our policy of
developing and manufacturing outstan-
ding products, centered around the
requirements of our customers, in the
pleasant atmosphere of a small scale
and dedicated company.

The Short Form Catalogue
u The short form catalogue provides

a concise description of the entire
range of NTP instruments (audio
level meters, stereo phase meters,
compressors, limiters, etc.) for the
broadcasting industry and
production facilities.

u A large numbers of instruments
are available in several different
versions, making  it difficult  to
include a detailed technical
description of each variant. Should
you be interested in additional
information on one or more of our
products, do not hesitate to contact
us or our local  distributor, who will
always be able to supply you with
the information you require.

u Each and every instrument is
individually  tested  by our skilled
technicians, before delivery.
Individual testing means  that NTP
Audio Level Meters can be
supplied with reference levels
calibrated to suit different needs or
local standards. Individual
calibration is included in the price.
On the other hand, this is the
reason why  NTP instruments are
not always readily available from
stock.

u Further customisation of instru-
ments is also available. For
example PPM scales could be
designed to meet individual
applications.  Customisation of
scale implies a  limited additional
charge. Should you have such a
need, contact our sales depart-
ment or NTP’s local distributor.

u The catalogue includes a brief
introduction to NTP’s large size
audio routing switchers.
Large systems always require  a
high degree of customization, as
no two systems are alike.
Specific technical literature is
available, describing both the
hardware and the sofware
developped by  NTP, to cope with
every requirement in this field.
NTP is always able to find the
most appropriate technical and
commercial solution, so contact
our  sales department or our local
distributor for a competent and
comprehensive discussion on the
matter.



177-800
Bar Graph Stereo PPM

177-900
Bar Graph VU Meter, Stereo

FEATURES

u Bright, 127 mm orange bar graph
display.

u Overload range clearly indicated by
a significant increase in light
intensity.

u Modular design, all active
components mounted on inter-
changeable plug-in boards.

u Compact mechanical design, only
 160x40 mm panel cut-out.

u Price-effective.

DESCRIPTION

The 177-800 bar graph peak pro-
gramme meter is designed with a view
to cost efficiency. The result is a very
price-effective instrument in an
excellent quality with high perfor-
mance.

Cost efficiency is achieved through
simplicity and modularity. Thus
conventional wiring is omitted and the
various components of the instrument
are mounted on three plug-in boards
interconnected by a small board. By
feeding the electronically balanced
inputs from an isolated power supply,
floating inputs have been achieved
without  adding the cost of input
transformers.
Note that the traditional two-part
connector on the rear is replaced by a
gold-plated card edge connector.
The instrument complies with the DIN
45406 and the IEC 268-10 standards
and is available in both horizontal and
vertical versions with a variety of
scales.

FEATURES

u Bright, 127 mm orange bar graph
 display.

u Overload range clearly indicated by
a significant increase in light
intensity.

u Modular design, all active
components mounted on inter-
changeable plug-in boards.

u Compact mechanical design, only
160x40 mm panel cut-out.

u Price-effective.

DESCRIPTION

In its basic design the 177-900 VU
meter is equivalent to the 177-800
peak meter. The meter circuitry is,
however, quite different.
Three important measures have been
taken to ensure that the instrument
complies with the ASA-C16.5 stan-
dard.

1. The rectifier is a full-wave device
with a supplementary non-linear
element to render the scale curvature
equivalent to that of the original VU
meter with a copper oxide rectifier.

2. To obtain the same time constants
as a conventional moving coil instru-
ment, an active 2nd order filter has
been incorporated.

3. An end-stop has been introduced
into the filter to make the meter
recover from overload conditions in the
same way as a moving coil instrument
on reaching the upper end-stop.



177-950
Bar Graph Peak/VU Meter, Mono

177-750
LED Peak Programme Meter, Mono

FEATURES

u Very compact, requires only.
77x25 mm panel cut-out.

u 61 mm scale with 19 green and
5 red LEDs.

u Front-panel adjustable
brightness.

u High impedance transformer-
coupled input.

u Standard DIN 45406 and IEC
268-10 time constants.

DESCRIPTION

The 177-750 LED peak programme
meter is especially suited for
applications in which a low power-
comsumption PPM is required, or a
full-size PPM is too large. Despite its
very modest size it offers almost the
same features as larger instruments.
Due to the introduction of a slightly
modified DIN scale, a resolution of one
dB per LED has been attained for
readings above -5 dB.
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FEATURES

u Two independent channels, one
with PPM and one with VU reading.

u Bright, 127 mm orange bar graph
display.

u Overload range clearly indicated by
a significant increase in light
intensity.

u Compact mechanical design, only
160x40 mm panel cut-out.

u Price-effective.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 177-950 is an instrument
with one peak-reading channel and
one VU-reading channel. The
characteristics of the two different
channels are identical to those of the
177-800 and the 177-900, respectively.
The visual appearance is also similar.
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177-780
LED Peak Programme Meter, Stereo

FEATURES

u Very compact, B1 Cassette size.
u Two 61 mm scales with 19 green

and 5 red LEDs.
u Front-panel adjustable brightness.
u High impedance transformer-

coupled inputs.
u Standard DIN 45406 and IEC 268-

10 time constants.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 177-780 is essentially a
stereo version of the 177-750. The
specifications of the two types of
instrument are identical -the only
difference being the mechanical
design. The stereo meter is housed in
a 40x95 mm module and conforms to
Nordic as well as DIN standards.



277-100
Bar Graph PPM, 8 Channels

FEATURES

u High resolution 200 segment.
orange bar-graph display.

u Digital „Peak Store“ memory.
u Selectable „Fast“ 0,1 ms integra-

tion time.
u Selectable „Additional Gain“ (20dB)

for noise level checking.
u Selectable alternative intensified

scale line patterns.
u Unassigned overload LEDs

provided for display of console
overloading.

u Adjustable display brightness.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 277-200 is designed for
console output meter application, f. ex.
together with  the 277-100 8 channel
PPM, or the 277-500  Stereo Display .
The features of the instrument include
switchable integration time, selectable
additional gain and digital peak
memory. Due to its very compact
design, which does not allow push
buttons to be incorporated in the front
panel, all functions are remotely
controllable via the rear connector.

FEATURES

u Compact two-channel, fully
electronic VU meter.

u Time constants in accordance with
the ASA-C16.5 standard.

u High resolution 200 segment
orange bar-graph display.

u LEDs for peak indication.
u High impedance transformer-

coupled inputs.

277-950
Bar Graph VU Meter, Stereo

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 277-950 is essentially the VU
version of the 277-200 PPM.

277-200
Bar Graph Peak Programme Meter, Stereo

FEATURES

u Compact eight-channel peak
meter, requiring only 135.5 x 140
mm panel cut-out.

u Bright 100 mm orange bar graph
displays, each with 200 segments.

u Intensified scale lines ensure pre-
cise reading of calibration tones.

u High impedance transformer-
coupled inputs.

u Built-in overload LEDs may be
wired to console-related overload
detectors.

u Remotely controlled „solo“ and
„mute“ function for each channel.

u Very cost-efficient solution for
multichannel applications.

DESCRIPTION

The 200 segments bar graph display
has electronically superimposed scale
lines, for parallax free reading.
The overload area is indicated by an
increase of light intensity.
A „solo“ and „mute“ remote controlled
function, enables blanking of all bars
except the one in solo, or blanking of
any particular bar.

Above each bar a red LED is provided,
to be used as an overload indicator, or
simply as a pointer
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FEATURES

u PPM for Analog Audio.
u High impedance transformer

 coupled inputs.
u High resolution 200 segment

orange bar-graph display.
u 3 colour LED Compatibility Meter

(type 477-700 only).
u Instantaneous LED overload

indication with adjustable thres-
hold.

u Zoom function for increased
display resolution.

u Selectable reference level from DIP
switch.

u Memory for Max peak storage.
u Various display modes for impro-

ved readability.
u Additional gain for low level

signals.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-700 and 477-800
are  high-end stereo Peak Programme
Meters primarily designed for recor-
ding and broadcasting studios. The
instruments fully comply with the most
stringent international standards, such
as DIN 45406 and IEC 268-10.
All signal processing is done in the
digital domain, with use of a Sigma
Delta converter and a DSP circuit to
achieve all the stability and accuracy
improvements associated with the
digital technique.
The integration time is switchable
(10ms/“zero“), to meet the require-
ments of digital recording. One LED on
the front plate clearly indicates the
selected integration time.
Two overload LEDs above the bars
respond to the fastest transients in the
program. The threshold level of these
LEDs is adjustable from the front
panel.

477-700 & 477- 800
Bar Graph PPM, Stereo

The type 477-700 also includes a 3
colour compatibility (phase) meter,
providing a means of controlling mono/
stereo compatibility.
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477-750 & 477- 850
Bar Graph PPM, Stereo, Table Top

FEATURES

u Table Top PPM for Analog Audio.
u Audio  inputs on XLR connectors.
u High resolution 200 segment

orange bar-graph display.
u 3 colour LED Compatibility Meter

(type 477-750 only).
u External  AC power supply (net

adapter) included.
u Selectable reference level from DIP

switch.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-750 and 477-850
are  the table-top version of  the 477-
700 and 477-800 respectively, both
maintaining all the main technical
features.
The table-top cabinet includes a
mounting bracket, for fixed or portable
installation.
The audio signal inputs are on XLR
connectors and the instruments

include an external net adapter, for AC
power supply.
As for the corresponding panel mount
version, the referce level can be
adjusted by means of DIP switch,
placed on the back.
The type 477-750 also includes a 3
colour compatibility (phase) meter,
providing a means of controlling mono/
stereo compatibility.



377-200
Multi Channel PPM

377-700
Video Display Peak Programme Meter/VU Meter, Stereo

FEATURES

u Audio level indication (Peak or VU)
is superimposed on a video
monitor providing simultaneous
monitoring of audio and video.

u The combined black-and-white
display pattern assures a clear and
easily readable display on any
background (B&W or colour), with
minimum disturbance to the
picture.

u Horizontal position of the display is
adjustable.

u Meter ballistics may be set to peak
or VU.

u Remote blanking of level display
u Self-synchronizing to 625 or 525

line-scan.
u Video loop-through connection with

switchable line termination.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 377-700 provides the
operator with an effective means of
monitoring and checking the audio
level. An easily readable, yet non-
disturbing audio level meter is
superimposed on the video signal. The
scale markings and the butterfly-
shaped pointers appear black and
white on the screen and are easily
spotted on any background.
The 377-700 is a very compact (19",
1U) fully self-contained unit .
Remote blanking of scales is available
via the a D type  connector. The

horizontal placement of each scale can
be freely adjusted.
The instrument may be ordered with
two selectable time constants (peak/
VU).

FEATURES

u Up to 40 channels displayed on a
standard RGB colour monitor.

u Selectable integration time.
u Additional gain function.
u High impedance transformer-

coupled audio inputs.
u Remote-controlled colour coding of

individual channels for easy
channel identification.

u All electronics housed in a 19 inch
wide, 3 unit high cabinet.

u 1/3 octave real-time analizer
available as option.

DESCRIPTION

The 377-200 multichannel PPM is
used for measuring the peak levels of
up to 40 audio channels before
presenting the measured values as
vertical bars on a standard RGB colour
monitor. Five versions are available,
with respectively 8, 16, 24, 32 and 40
channels. The external RGB colour
monitor is not included.

Screen lay-out can be customized, to
include up to 4 character text under
each bar and the bars can be
displayed in one of three different
colours, selected by an external
switch.
Up to 16 different screen lay-outs can
be memorized, and selected by
switches
Integration time is switchable between
10 ms (IEC 268-10) and 0.1 ms.
For measuring noise levels the
instrument is equipped with switchable
20 dB additional gain.

Optional 1/3-Octave Analyzer
The NTP 377-200 is prewired for 2
filter cards, which add the possibility to
make  1/3 octave analysis for all the
channels. One channel at the time can
be selected,  and the 1/3 octave
spectrum is shown on the RGB
monitor.
The analyzer option requires a 377-
200 equipped with at least 32 channel
inputs.
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FEATURES

u PPM for Digital Audio.
u High resolution 200 segment

orange bar-graph display.
u Advanced Dual-Mode Display.
u Built-in three color LED com-

patibility meter (477-400 only).
u Selectable Reference level.
u Selectable „freezing“ of Spot for

peak-hold indication.
u Built-in Highpass filter for DC

blocking.
u Individual overload indicators.
u Additional gain function.
u Resetable memory for storing of

maximum reading.
u 32/44.1/48 kHz sampling-rate and

pre-emphasis indicators.
u Conforms to N10-D standard.

(oversampling via DSp gives
correct level even at ¼ sample
frequency e.g. 12 kHz).

477-400 & 477-500
Bar Graph  PPM, Stereo

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-400 and 477-500
are  Digital Peak Level Meters. The
input connects directly to the Serial
Digital Audio Signal, as described in
the EBU 3250, IEC 958 and AES3
standards.
This instrument combines the scale of
the „absolute“ type, meaning that the
scale maximum (marked „0“) corre-
sponds to maximum digital code level,
with the scale  for analog PPM, which
adheres to IEC 268-10 standards.
In this way, it enables a Sound
Engineer, working in a mixed analog
and digital environment, to make direct
comparison between audio signals.
They are available with a variety of
most commonly used scale types,
such as DIN, BBC and Nordic.

477-450 & 477- 550
Bar Graph PPM, Stereo, Table Top

FEATURES

u Table Top PPM for Digital Audio.
u Audio  input and loop-through on

XLR connectors.
u High resolution 200 segment

orange bar-graph display.
u 3 colour LED Compatibility Meter

(type 477-450 only).
u External  AC power supply (net

adapter) included.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-450 and 477-550
are  the table-top versions of the 477-
400 and 477-500 respectively, both
maintaining all the main technical
features.
The table-top cabinet includes a
mounting bracket, for fixed or portable
installation.

The audio signal  input  and loop-
through are on XLR connectors and
the instruments include an external net
adapter, for AC power supply.
The type 477-450 also includes a 3
colour compatibility (phase) meter,
providing a means of controlling mono/
stereo compatibility.
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FEATURES

u Audio Level Meter for  Digital
Audio.

u High resolution 200 segment
orange bar-graph display.

u True digital peak reading.
u Built-in three colour LED com-

patibility meter (477-410 only).
u Selectable „freezing“ of Spot for

peak-hold indication.
u Built-in Highpass Filter for DC

blocking.
u Individual overload indicators.
u Additional gain function.
u Resetable memory for storing of

maximum reading.
u 32/44.1/48 kHz sampling-rate and

pre-emphasis indicators.
u Conforms to N10-D standard.

(oversampling via DSp gives
correct level even at ¼ sample
frequency e.g. 12 kHz).

477-410 & 477-510
Bar Graph  Audio Level  Meter, Stereo

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-410 is a Digital
Peak Level Meter. The input connects
directly to the Serial Digital Audio
Signal such as it is described in the
EBU 3250, IEC 958 and AES3 stan-
dards.
The scale on this instrument is of the
„absolute“ type, meaning that the scale
maximum (marked „0“) corresponds to
maximum digital code level.
Consequently, the reading of the scale
will always indicate the available
headroom up to the clipping limit.
The integration time for the Bargraph
read-out is  „FAST“ (Zero). A peak will
be registered within two consecutive
sampling periods.
A number of alternative display modes
can be selected, providing f.ex. an
additional spot indication for „Normal“
(5/10 ms integration time) read-out,
freezing of spot for „peak hold“
indication and continuous reading from
the peak memory.

FEATURES

u Table Top Audio Level Meter for
Digital Audio.

u Audio  input and loop-through on
XLR connectors.

u High resolution 200 segment
orange bar-graph display.

u 3 colour LED Compatibility Meter
(type 477-460 only).

u External  AC power supply (net
adapter) included.

477-460 & 477- 560
Bar Graph Audio Level  Meter, Stereo, Table Top

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-460 and 477-560
are  the table-top version of the 477-
410 and 477-510 respectively, both
maintaining all the main technical
features.
The table-top cabinet includes a
mounting bracket, for fixed or portable
installation.

The audio signal  input  and loop-
through are on XLR connectors and
the instruments include an external net
adapter, for AC power supply.
The type 477-450 also includes a 3
colour compatibility (phase) meter,
providing a means of controlling mono/
stereo compatibility.
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FEATURES

u Audio Level Meter for  Digital
Audio.

u High resolution 200 segment
orange bar-graph display.

u True digital peak reading.
u Audio  input and loop-through on

XLR connectors.
u Mounting bracket for table-top

installation.
u Input for  external  AC power

supply.
u Cost effective.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 477-900 is a Digital
Peak Level Meter. The input connects
directly to the Serial Digital Audio
Signal such as it is described in the
EBU 3250 and IEC 958 standards.
The scale on this instrument is of the
„absolute“ type, meaning that the scale
maximum (marked „0“) corresponds to
maximum digital code level.
Consequently, the reading of the scale
will always indicate the available
headroom up to the clipping limit.
The integration time for the Bargraph
read-out is  „FAST“ (Zero). A peak will
be registered within two consecutive
sampling periods.
The instrument is supplied with a
mounting bracket and  is intended for
both panel mounting (standard A1
cassette) and  table-top.  The  external
net adaptor is not included, and can be
purchased from NTP as option.

477-900
Bar Graph  Audio Level  Meter, Stereo
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FEATURES

u Sturdy metal cabinet for 177-800,
177-900 and 177-950 Meters.

u Audio inputs on XLR connector.
u External AC power supply

included.

177-880
Instrument Cabinet

DESCRIPTION

The cabinet applies to NTP Peak
Programme Meters type 177-800, 177-
900 and 177-950.
The cabinet includes an external
power supply adapter and XLR
connectors for input signals and is
provided for tabletop or fixed
mounting.

FEATURES

u Sturdy metal cabinet for 190x40
mm Modules.

u Audio inputs on XLR connector.
u Internal AC power supply.

277-590
Instrument Cabinet for 190x40 mm Modules

DESCRIPTION

Most of the NTP level meter types can
be built into this sturdy mains powered
cabinet. There are different versions
for analog or digital instruments.
The audio inputs are on XLR

connectors, and for the digital version,
a loop-through connection is provided.
Also, remotely controlled functions are
available on connectors on the back of
the cabinet.

FEATURES

u 19 inch metal frame for one or two
190 x 40 mm Modules.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 435-100 and 435-200
are sturdy metal frames, fitting any
standard 19" rack and will only use 1U
of rack-space.
The 435-100 Frame will hold one
PPM, and the 435-200 will hold two
PPM’s.

435-100 & 435-200
19" Frame For Instruments



177-590
Stereo Compatibility Meter

277-500
Stereo Display Instrument
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FEATURES

u Easy-to-read stereo-to-mono
compatibility meter (phase meter).

u Display range: 0° to 180°.
u Display resolution: 18°.
u Very compact design, requiring

only 25 x 77 mm panel cut-out.
u High impedance transformer-

balanced inputs.
u Light intensity adjustable in the

front panel.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 177-590 measures the phase
relationship of the two input signals,
e.g. the left and right channels in a
stereo signal. The result is displayed
by means of a flying spot on an easy-
to-read scale from +1 to -1 (equivalent
to 0° and 180° phase difference,
respectively).
The scale includes 6 yellow LEDs in
the compatible range and 5 red LEDs
below „0“. The reading at centre scale,
designated „0“, is obtained for either
random phase, 90° phase difference,
or if the signal level on one or both
inputs is below -21 dBm.
The NTP 177-590 is adequate to
assure stereo to mono compatibility of
most programme sources.

FEATURES

u Unique combination of stereo
monitor oscilloscope and
compatibility meter.

u Fully self-contained, available for
24 V DC or mains supply.

u Large 7 cm CRT display.
u Selectable Automatic Gain Control-

led or linear operating  deflection
amplifiers.

u Front-panel adjustable brightness.
u Very compact design.
u Available for panel-mount or stand-

alone use, with AC supply.
u Front design and size match the

277-100 Peak Programme Meters.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 277-500 is a unique
combination of a stereo monitor
oscilloscope and a compatibility meter
in one instrument. It provides the
sound engineer with an easy-to-read

graphic representation of the phase
and amplitude relationship between
the left and right channels of a stereo
signal.
The stereo monitor oscilloscope,
essentially an X-Y oscilloscope,
displays the left/right balance as well
as the stereo width of the signal. A
complex stereo signal, which contains
mono as well as stereo information,
causes an approximately elliptical
pattern to be displayed in the up down
direction. The left/right balance is also
clearly indicated as the pattern will tilt
towards „L“ or „R“ if the balance is not
correct.
The transformer-coupled input
amplifiers are provided with tracking
Automatic Gain Control. Thus a full-
screen trace is obtained, even for
weak input signals.
The built-in compatibility meter is also
displayed on the CRT.  The stereo to

mono compatibility is displayed on a
horizontal scale ranging from +1 to -1
corressponding to phase differences
from 0° to 180°.

Individual brightness adjustments are
available in the front panel enabling
the engineer to set the light intensity of
the monitor oscilloscope and the
compatibility meter separately. To
prevent damage to the tube, the
intensity is automatically reduced
when no input signal is present.
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FEATURES

u „All-in-one“ stereo monitoring:
- X-Y oscilloscope with adjustable
AGC.
Compatibility meter for average
phase indication.
Dual peak or VU meters indicating
L+R or M+S.

u Peak indication with selectable
integration time:
„normal“ or „fast“.

u Large 5" bright display.
u Connection for external colour

RGB monitor.
u Fully self-contained. Powered from

mains or 24 to 48 DC supply.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 277-550 provides basically
the same functions as the 277-500
Stereo Display Instrument, with the
addition of stereo level indications.
Unlike the 277-500 this instrument is,
however, based upon a „standard“
line-scan monitor. As a result, uniform
light intensity is achieved all over the
X-Y display. This again increases the
lifetime of the CRT as the beam never
„rests“ in the centre.

277-550
Stereo Audio Monitor

The addition of on-screen scale
markings and a high-contrast optical
filter highly improves the readability of
the instrument.
To facilitate clear stereo indication
even on low-level signals, the AGC
function which is also used in the and
the 277-500 has been maintained. To
meet various requirements, the slope
of the AGC control is, however,
adjustable.

To ease the use of the instrument
when aligning azimuth on tape
recorders, the „S“-gain can be
increased by a factor of 10.
All push-button functions in the front
panel are also accessible via the 25-
pole „D“ connector for remote control.
Provision has also been made for the
connection of an additional, larger
RGB colour monitor via this connector.

277-560
Stereo Audio Monitor

type 277-570 via a connector on the
rear of the 277-560.

Mechanical size of remote control unit
277-570:  95 x 40 mm.

The NTP 277-560 is basically the
same instrument as the 277-550
excluding the built-in display. The 277-
560 may be used in conjunction with
an RGB (analogue) video monitor.

The 277-560 is a fully self-contained
mains-powered unit in a 19" 1 U rack-
mount cabinet.

For remote control of the push buttons,
provision has been made for the
connection of a small control panel



FRONT PANEL LAYOUT

n Two or more compressors may be
connected in VCA groups for
stereo operation.

n Max. gain introduced on lower
levels (often termed „compres
sion“) is continuously adjustable 0
to 20 dB. This switch also sets
maximum attenuation in expansion
mode.

n Switch for compressor or expander
mode selection.

n Compression or expansion ratio is
continuously adjustable in the
range from 1.3/1 to 10/1.

n The compressor attack time is
adjustable from 0.1 ms to 100 ms.

n The compressor recovery time is
adjustable from 0.1 s to 6 s and
includes an automatic programme-
controlled release function

n The „Hold“ function is a rather
unique feature of this compressor.
This function ensures that the
pumping effect can be avoided on
voice signals.

n Low-level noise is effectively
handled by the high quality low-
level expander gate.

n While the attack time of the
expander is fixed (fast), the
recovery time can be chosen for
the best results on various
programmes.

n Limiter, compressor, and expander
operation is displayed in the built-in
LED meter.

n Preset functions such as limiter
threshold, compressor reference
level, output level and gate
attenuation are accessible in the
front panel. Finger-tip potentio-
meters  are available on request

n By-pass switch. The transformer-
balanced input and output stages
remain active as does the LED
display.

1
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DESCRIPTION

The NTP 179-160 combines the
functions of three separate instruments
in one: High-level signals are
processed by the limiter function, the
desired dynamic range is assured by
the mid-range compressor/expander,
and the low-level expander keeps the
noise level down.

Despite the complexity of the front-
panel functions, the engineer will soon
familiarize himself with this
compressor.

The compressor is based on high-
quality VCA module manufactured by
NTP, which provides facilities for
extensive filtering of the control
voltage, and this is no doubt the
reason why the compressor has
become famous for its „sound“.

Two otherwise identical versions are
available: The 179-160 which is a
single-channel device powered by 24V
DC, and the 179-170 which is a dual-
channel version housed in a 19", 1U
mains-powered cabinet.

179-160 / 179-170
Compressor/Expander Amplifier
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FEATURES

u High-quality VCA.
u Very low distortion.
u Transformer-balanced input/output.
u Adjustable gain.
u Adjustable threshold level.
u 1 msec attack time combined with

 instantaneous soft-clipping
operation.

u Programmable recovery time.
u Switchable pre-emphasis.
u Wide supply range (22-32 V DC).
u Compact EURO-card design.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 179-400 accommodates a
high-quality VCA module manufac-
tured by NTP, which has resulted in the
production of a limiter with quite
outstanding performance in respect of
noise and distortion.
The features of the instrument include
transformer balanced input and output
stages. The input contains a ZFT
transformer stage. The ZFT module is
a unique NTP design which practically
eliminates low frequency distortion due
to iron-core saturation.

179-400
Limiter Amplifier

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 179-470 is a 1U 19" unit
comprising two 179-400 limiter cards
and a mains supply unit.
The unit includes a hinged front panel
behind which all controls are available.
Inputs and outputs are accessible in
the rear panel via XLR connectors.
The control voltage of the two limiters
may be linked for stereo operation.

179-470
Dual Limiter Amplifier

As for the dynamic behaviour, the
design of the limiter benefits from the
experience gained from the
manufacture of earlier FET-type
limiters. To ensure smooth operation, a
1 ms attack time has been chosen.
This, however, implies a risk of
overloading in the event of transients.
Thus the 1 ms attack function is
combined with an instantaneous soft
clipping circuit.

Dynamic distortion often encountered
with limiter amplifiers is kept at a
minimum due to the dual-time cons-
tant, programme-dependent recovery
function. The recovery time constants
are pre-selected for the best
performance on most programme
sources. To meet special
requirements, however, the limiter
includes facilities for changing the time
constants via the connector.
To further increase the versatility of
this limiter amplifier, the gain and
limiter threshold levels are adjustable
by means of front-panel switches. The
switchable pre-emphasis may also be
selected in the front panel.



FEATURES

u Intended for use in FM-stereo,
mono-TV, analog and NICAM
Stereo broadcasting.

u Double limiter function: frequency-
linear limiter combined with
adaptive pre-emphasis (transient)
limiter.

u Two indepenend outputs with front
panel adjustable, individual gain
controls. Earth-free Equi-transfor
mer output stages offer excellent
load driving capabilities, minimizing
phase-distortion and  amplitude
changes.

u Fully transformer balanced input
with front adjustable input gain.·
Transient limiter function as well as
de-emphasis on one output may be
switched off remotely via the rear-
connector.

u On-board adjustable transient
limiter threshold.·
Advanced limiter dynamics,
featuring automatic, programme
dependent dual time constant
recovery function on both the linear
limiter and the transient limiter.

u In most installations, 179-500s are
 an escact replacement for
179-400s.

u Compact Euro-card design.

179-500
Limiter Amplifier with adaptive pre-emphasis

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 179-570 is a 1U 19" unit
comprising two 179-500 limiter cards
and a mains supply unit.
The unit includes a removable front
panel giving access to all the controls.
Inputs and outputs are accessible in
the rear panel via XLR connectors.

179-570
Dual Limiter Amplifier with adaptive pre-emphasis

The control voltage of the two limiters
may be linked for stereo operation via
a switch on the rear panel.
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DESCRIPTION

The 179-500 is an analog audio limiter
specifically designed to solve the
rather complex problems of audio level
limiting in systems utilizing the well
known pre-emphasis/de-emphasis
technique.

By boosting audio frequencies above 3
kHz before transmission and attenuate
inversly after reception the pre/de-
emphasis technique offers an
improved signal-to-noise ratio in the
high frequency region.
Traditional audio signals (e.g: sym-
phonic music) exhibit high frequency
roll-off which causes no problems for
the pre/de-emphasis technique.
However, some signal types as e.g.
spoken „S“-sounds, modern synthe-
sized sounds, snare drums and piano
attacks may exhibit high level signal
components at high frequencies.
Such signals tend to overload trans-
mitting and receiving equipment and
cause audible distortion.

The NTP 179-500 offers correct
limiting of audio signals intended for
FM or TV transmission and
reducesunwanted audible attenuation
of the mid- and low frequency band
(pumping).

The transient limiter function as well as
de-emphasis on one output can be
switched-off, independently via a
switch on the rear panel.
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This is possible because the transient
limiter stage of the 179-500 operates
by controlling the corner frequency of a
low-pass filter rather than attenuating
all frequencies equally.
The result is a high subjective audio
level while avoiding distortion and
pumping effects.



367-300
Dual Line Amplifier

FEATURES

u Low-noise combined microphone
amplifier and limiter in compact
design.

u External DC-controllable gain
between 49 and 79 dB.

u Output level fixed at broadcast line
level (+6 dBu).

u “Soft” clipping of short peaks
u Automatic, programme-dependent

recovery function.
u Balanced, transformer-coupled

input and output.

530-920A
Microphone Amplifier/Limiter

FEATURES

u Remotely controlled combined
microphone and loudspeaker
amplifier.

u Compact design - Euro-card format
160 x 100 x 31 mm (B x W x H).

u Separate, transformer-balanced
output from the microphone
amplifier is limited to the broadcast
line level (+6 dBu).

u Remote or local control of
microphone amplifier gain.

u Connection for phantom power
supply for the microphone.

530-950
DC-Controlled Microphone/Loudspeaker Amplifier,

u Limiter offering „soft“ clipping of
short peaks and automatic,
programme-dependent recovery
function.

u 10W loudspeaker amplifier
featuring remote or local gain
control.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 530-950 combined
microphone/loudspeaker amplifier is
available in four different versions.

530-950A: featuring a loudspeaker
amplifier with one balanced input
530-950B: featuring a microphone
amplifier with one balanced input
530-950C: featuring a combined
microphone/loudspeaker amplifier with
one balanced output
530-950D: featuring a combined
microphone/loudspeaker amplifier with
two balanced inputs

All units in the 530-950 series are
equipped with advanced and versatile
types of remote control facilities
(RS422, opto-couplers, and DC
voltages) for various applications.

u Connection for external phantom
power supply for microphone.

u Limited space requirement (144 x
39 x 23 mm).

u Available as Limiter Amplifier only
(530-920B).

DESCRIPTION
Small size card, ideal for custom
applications. It is available as
combined microphone amplifier/limiter
or limiter alone.

FEATURES

u High impedance transformer-
coupled inputs.

u Low impedance transformer-
coupled outputs.

u Outputs optimized for driving
capacitive loads (cables).

u Very low distortion (<0.03% THD).
u Very good channel separation.
u Adjustable gain.
u Wide supply range (22 to

32 V DC).
u Compact design, 100x160 mm

Euro card, only 20 mm wide.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 367-300 contains two
identical buffer amplifiers primarily
intended for driving capacitive lines
and providing an interface between
equipment with unsymmetrical inputs
and/or outputs.
The standard version has a gain of 0
dB, adjustable +/- 3 dB. Versions with
other than 0 dB settings are available
on request.
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184-200
Remote-Controlled Attenuator

184-300
Remote-Controlled Attenuator

FEATURES

u Two independent, remote control-
led fader channels.

u High quality NTP VCA modules.
u Transformer-balanced inputs and

outputs.
u Compact design (100x160x20 mm

EURO-card).
u Plugable control interface board.

allows the unit to be configured for
various applications.

184-400
Two-Channel Voltage Controlled Attenuator

DESCRIPTION

The 184-400 is a very compact two-
channel voltage-controlled attenuator.
The main board contains all the audio
circuits while the control interface is
mounted on a plug-in module. This
design allows the unit to be easily
customized for various applications,
such as Stereo fader, Stereo cross
fader, two indipendent fader channels,
Customized fader functions.

FEATURES

u High quality VCA module.
u Transformer-balanced input and

output.
u Opto-isolated digitally controlled

inputs.
u Compact design (100x160x35 mm

EURO-card).

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 184-200 is a digitally remote-
controllable fader module.
It comprises five opto-isolated control
inputs for easy interfacing with compu-
ter systems. The five inputs control the
following functions: Fade up/down,
attenuation and fade time.
Fader parameters, such as maximum
attenuation and fader time constants
are on-board programmable. In this
way minimum software is required for
the use of the unit in computer-
assisted systems such as „self-op“
studios etc.

FEATURES

u High quality VCA.
u Analog or digital control.
u Opto-isolated, digital fade control

inputs.
u Connections for remote gain meter.
u Compact design (100x160x20 mm

EURO-card).
u Transformer balanced Input/

Output.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP 184-300 is a high-quality
remotely controllable attenuator,
primarily intended for manual control.
Provisions have been made for both
analog and digital control and the unit
may thus be controlled either by a
remote potentiometer or by remote up/
down control push buttons.
Gain is changed one step (approx. 0.5
dB) when the Fade-up or Fade-down
input is activated. Continuous
activation of the Fade-up/Fade-down
inputs will cause a continuous change
of gain at a rate of 10 dB/sec to be
made.
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185-350
Voice Over Unit

488-200A
Digital Audio Analyzer

FEATURES

u AES/EBU input and loop-through
on XLR connector.

u Display of the actual  sampling
rate.

u Display of the most important
channel status bit, selectable for
left and right.

u Display of AES signal errors, with
memory.

u Digital Peak Meter with separate
left and right channel.

u Headphone output, with 20 bit
converter, 4x oversampling and
digital volume control.

u Automatic switch off in case of loss
of the AES/EBU signal.

u Battery level indication.
u Small, handy (152x83x33,5

 mm) and cost effective.

DESCRIPTION

The 488-200 is a hand held, battery
powered  digital audio analyzer, for
quick  analysis/monitoring of AES/EBU
signals. The small size, the  light
weight and the affordable price make it
an ideal tool.

FEATURES

u Automatic Fade-down of the stereo
program sound by means of
another audio signal.

u Adjustable Fade-down function in
two different modes.

u Adjustable Trigger Level, Fade-
Down, Fade-Up time and Fade-Up
Delay.

u All level and timing controls are
accessible from the front panel.

u Two channel high quality VCA with
transformer-balanced inputs and
outputs.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP Voice Over Unit, type 184-
350, consists of a two channel VCA
amplifier and extensive control cir-
cuitry. When the control circuit is
triggered either manually by operating
an external switch, or automatically by
an audio signal (i.e. a commentator’s
voice), the main programme is faded
down. When the triggering signal
disappears, the main program is fades
up.

FEATURES

u Galvanic isolated,  balanced input.
u Very high common mode rejection

ratio.
u Low distorsion, even for high level,

low frequency signals.
u Flat frequency response.
u Constant input impedance.
u Low HF sensitivity, due to good

screening.
u Compact design for PCB mounting.

250-350
ZFT Transformer Coupled Audio Input Module

DESCRIPTION

The Zero Field Transformer input
module, is a Broadcast quality Line-
level audio input stage.
It combines the advantages of
electronic and traditional transformer
input stages, by utilizing a transformer
together with a 3-fold electronic
compensation scheme as well as a
trimmed front end.
The input impedance is truly resistive.
The module is available in various
versions, with different  Input
impedance, Input gain and optional
active clipping circuit.



570-100
Digital Audio Reference Generator
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535-200 / 310 / 400
Automatic Telephone Hybrid

DESCRIPTION

In the 535 series, the following models
are available:
535-200: A complete automatic
telephone hybrid mounted on a single
100x160x20 mm Euro-card
535-400: Desktop cabinet with one
535-200 unit, front-panel controls and
mains supply.
535-310: 1U, 19" rack-mount cabinet
with two 535-200 units, front-panel
controls and mains supply.

FEATURES

u Automatic line balancing.
u Superb side-tone attenuation.
u Voice-controlled gain switching for

 enhanced side-tone attenuation
and noise suppression on weak
lines.

u All inputs and outputs transformer-
balanced.

u Fully self-contained, including line
switching and line hold.

u Available as 100x160 mm EURO-
card and as mains powered
desktop or rack-mounted units.

FEATURES

u Crystal controlled digital audio sync
reference generator.

u 1U frame complete with power
supply.

u Locks on an AES, SDIF-2 Word
Clock and PAL/SECAM/NTSC
signal .

u Generates AES 11, SDIF-2 Word
and PAL/SECAM/NTSC sync
signals .

u Switches automatically to internal
crystal controlled Grade 1 (with
Video Sync board) or Grade 2
generator, when  external sync is
lost.

u “Glide mode” ensures continuos
synchronization of connected
equipment, when the external
reference is lost.

u Able to  allign the leading edges of
the video frame sync pulse (start of
picture) with the AES Channel
Block start (Z Preamble) or the
Sample Word (X Preamble) .

u Add-on board to extend
capabilities.

u Optional buffer board, with four
additional transformer balanced
AES 11 and four individually
buffered SDIF- 2 Word outputs.

u The Phase Lock Loops exhibits an
excellent jitter rejection ratio, and
will clean up  and stabilize a jittery
house sync.

u If the incoming AES sync contains
audio samples, they will be remo-
ved in order to obtain a clean
“Black audio signal

DESCRIPTION

The application for the Digital Audio
Reference Generator is to synchronize
different types of digital audio
equipment to the same reference, in
order to enable free exchange of
digital audio signals between them.
If digital audio equipment has to be

able to communicate, or digital audio
signals are mixed, it is absolutely
necessary that they are synchronized
to the same reference.
Digital audio signals with different sync
reference will produce audible glitches
and clicks, as the result of missing or
repeated samples.
The Reference Generator is mounted
in a standard 19" frame, 1U high,
including a single power supply.
It is available in different versions,
depending on the types of  input and
output signals which can be received
and generated.
In case the external reference signal is
lost, the generator will slide gently into
lock to the internal crystal reference,
and when the external reference is
reestablished, it will slide gently into
lock to it again.
The Pal version is standard, SECAM/
NTSC versions are available on
request.



560-100
A/D - D/A Converter

FEATURES

u 1U frame complete with Power
Supply, synchronization unit and up
to 4 stereo A/D or D/A converters in
any combination.

u 18 bit, 64 times oversampling,
Sigma-Delta  A/D converters.
Dynamic range > 100 dB.
Channel Separation > 100 dB over
the entire frequency range.

u 20 bit D/A converters. Dynamic
Range > 104 dB.
Channel Separation > 100 dB over
the entire frequency range.

u Inputs of the A/D converter and
outputs on the D/A converters are
balanced and fully earth free - yet
transformerless - with separate DC/
DC power supply.

u Digital inputs and outputs are AES/
EBU types.

u A/D converter synchronizes on an
external AES/EBU reference-signal
or on the internal oscillator.

u Synchronization signal may be
daisy-chained.

u C bit or U bit can be programmed
in an EPROM.

DESCRIPTION

This 560 A/D and D/A converter for
AES/EBU signals has been designed
as a selfcontained unit that can hold
up to 4 converters.
The 1U x 19" box is split into 5 sec-
tions of which 4 sections can be either
a A/D- or a D/A-converter. The 5th
section includes a mains supply and a
common synchronization unit.
Each of the converts includes a PCB
with frontplate and LED’s for status
indication and a rearplate with 3 XLR
connectors for external connections.
The physical dimensions of an A/D are
the same as for a D/A, so they may
easily be interchanged.
The front LED’s on the 560-110 A/D
Converter indicate sampling frequency
the unit is working and at whether an
external or the internal clock is used.
The D/A converter includes  a 20 bit D/
A-converter, an analogue filter and a
de-emphasis circuit.
The 560-120 D/A Converter will lock to
the incomming AES/EBU signal
provided that the sampling frequency

is 32/44,1/48 kHz, within 4%. The
LED’s will indicate if the converter is
synchronizing or not, and show the
content of the most important status
bits.
On the front of 560-130 Synchronizing
Unit, a  switch is used for selection of
internal or external synchronization,
and another switch is used for
selecting the internal sampling
frequency: 32, 44.1, or 48 kHz.  A LED
marked ‘EXT LOCK’ will be steady lit if
the incomming sync. signal is accurate
within 400 ppm, and it will flash if the
accuracy is within the max. range
of 4%.

FEATURES

u 4 inputs and 32 outputs
configurable in various
combinations.

u All inputs are reclocking type.
u Active equalising and amplifying on

all inputs  for optimum locking to
the AES/EBU signal.

u Indication of actual sampling rate
for each channel.

u Capable of driving 5Vpp, at 110
Ohm load, for all AES/EBU outputs.

560-400A
AES/EBU Distribution Amplifier

u Very short delay time input/output:
521 ns for 48 kHz SF.

u Compact , 1U 19" cabinet.
u Wide power supply range, from 90

to 264 V AC.

DESCRIPTION

The inputs and outputs can be
configurated in various distribution
patterns, by means of selectors on the
back panel: four 1 to 8 , two 1 to 8 and
one 1 to 16, one 1 to 8 and one 1 to
24, etc.
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575-100
Asynchronous AES/EBU Switcher 16x16 (32x32)

FEATURES

u Electronically Balanced inputs,
10 kOhm.

u Transformer-Like Outputs,
 <40 Ohm.

u +22 dBu as max level.
u Crosstalk better than 90 dB.

575-200
Analogue Switcher 16x16 (32x32)

DESCRIPTION

The 575-200 is the analogue coun-
terpart of the 575-100. The external
appearence is identical to the 575-100.
It occupies only 1U of rackspace and
is fully self contained. The 16x16 or
32x32 mono matrix can optionally be
configurated as a 8x8 or 16x16 stereo.
The 575-200 has electronically
balanced inputs and transformer-like
outputs.

The way of operation is identical to the
575-100.
The 575-200 can also be fully remotely
controlled via a serial port, situated on
the rear (configurable as RS232 or
422) or the LAN Interface.

FEATURES

u Fully Self-contained with built-in
Control Panel and Power Supply.

u Full Asyncronous operation
(28 - 54 kHz sampling rate ).

u All inputs are Re-clocking types.
u Transformer balanced inputs and

outputs.
u Very easy expansion from 16 x 16

to 32 x 32, with plug-in expansion
card.

u 8-character displays for source-
and destination- names.

u Editing of source- and destination-
names from the built-in Control
Panel.

u Up to 10 set-ups can be memori-
zed and activated with one key-
stroke from the built-in Control
Panel.

DESCRIPTION

The 575-100 is a  full broadcast-
quality, digital audio switcher optimized
for the switching of AES/EBU
bitstreams.
It occupies only 1U of rackspace and
is fully self contained.
The  transformer balanced inputs and
outputs  makes it an ideal choice for
many routing applications.
The 575-100 offers fully asynchronous
operation, with every input accepting
sampling-rates from 28 kHz to 54 kHz.

Versatile control.
The 575-100 is controlled via the
frontpanel, which comprises three
easy-to-read 8-character displays,

indicating the actual source and
destination status and any preset
selections made. It utilises 4 back-lit
push-buttons for the operation.
As well as the front panel, the 575-100
can be remotely controlled via a serial
port, situated on the rear,  or via the
LAN Interface. Custom software can
be written  using a simple ASCII based
control protocol.
A standard Windows based  sofware is
available from NTP, for operation and
the configuration of names and
set-ups.
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Large Size Routing Switchers
These systems can be composed by  several elements: audio and video
routers, PCs, control panels and other peripheral devices.

Most of the elements composing a
NTP system can be connected via a
LAN ( ARCnet or Ethernet) in a
combined Star and Bus topology,
including optofiber links.

The 632 controller is the back-
bone of a routing system. All the
devices  interface to the controller,
where the sofware for the ma-
nagement of the system runs.

AES/EBU

AUDIO I/O
(ANALOG
 AES/EBU
 ETC .....    )

LAN
OPTOFIBER

PCs using NTP’s type
660 MS Windows based
sofware are used for the
operation and
configuration.

mbs Diamond is a digital audio
broadcast mixer, which allows a high
degree of integration with the 632
controller and the 625 digital audio
switcher

The digital audio switcher 625 communicate
to the controller via the LAN. By means of
optofiber connections, a decentralized
architecture can be provided, with inputs and
outputs of the system in different locations.
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NTP SDL

RS232/422

TDM AUDIO BUS
COAX OR OPTIC

AUDIO I/O
(ANALOG
 AES/EBU
 ETC .....    )

Other matrices than the type
625, such as video matrices  or
analog audio matrices and
remote controlled line
equalizers are operated through
serial lines.

Traditional control panels, including
illuminated push-buttons and LED
Displays  are often custom designed.

Other devices,  such as machines,
relay contacts, modulation detectors,
DC I/O, can be operated by the
system, accoording to pre-program-
med criteria

Video Status Display or Under Monitor
Display consists of a 19", 1U unit,  with
a bright  DOT Matrix, up to 24
characters, display

Interface
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The digital audio switcher 625 communicate
to the controller via the LAN. By means of
optofiber connections, a decentralized
architecture can be provided, with inputs and
outputs of the system in different locations.



Type 625
Digital Multinorm Audio Routing Switcher

FEATURES

u 32 bit TDM parallel bus.
u Transmission rate of 400Mbit/s.
u Transparent to all bit on an

AES/EBU signal.
u Accepts inputs in different formats,

both analog and digital.
u DSP for signal processing: mixing,

equalizing, level measurement, etc.
u Decentralized system by means of

optofiber interconnections.
u Synchronize on an external mas-

terclock: AES/EBU or Wordclock.
u Redundant power supply in each

frame.

DESCRIPTION

The Type 625 is one of the most
advanced digital audio routing switcher
available today.
The internal 32 bit TDM digital bus
allows the routing of various type of
audio signals, whose interface cards
can easily be housed inside the same
frame. More frames can be connected
by optofiber to create a distributed
architecture.
No limit to matrix size, by means of
parallel operated TDM-busses.

Type 612
Analog Audio Routing Switcher

FEATURES

u Very compact structure.
u Earth free transformer balanced

inputs.
u Equi transformer output design.
u Fulfil the most stringent quality

norms, such as IRT Plichten-
heft 3/2.

u Test signal injection relay on inputs
and monitoring relay on outputs.

u PC service terminal provides a
comprehensive set of test
parameters.

u Mini jack on each audio card for
monitoring by headphones.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 612 Analog Audio
Switcher, is a highly compact unit of
outstanding quality. A medium size
switcher of up to 96 inputs and 80
outputs can be housed in just 3 unit of
rack space. The basic design of the
switcher is modular, and thjus very
flexible.
The 612 includes unique facilities for
maintenance and service.

Type 533
Analog Summing Audio Routing Switcher

FEATURES

u Up to 64 inputs can be summed to
one output.

u Very compact structure.
u Earth free transformer balanced

inputs and outputs.
u Fulfils the most stringent quality

norms, such as IRT Plichten-
heft 3/5.

u Expandable to 64 inputs and 96
outputs, mono or stereo.

DESCRIPTION

The NTP type 533 is a Summing Audio
Switcher, specially suited when the
need for mixing several inputs to one
output occurs. Its  outstanding quality
allows to sum up to 64 inputs to one
output. It can be used as a stand-alone
routing system , or  being part of larger
systems, consisting of both summing
and non-summing switchers.
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Type 588
Remote Controlled Amplifier and Equalizer System

FEATURES

u Remotely controllable equalizer
system.

u Level  regulator cards with
adjustable gain and phase rever
sal.

u Line equalizer cards with
adjustable gain, high and low pass,
trebble and bass filters.

u Transformer balanced inputs and
outputs.

DESCRIPTION

The Type 588 is a modular, remotely
controllable equalizer system, specially
designed for correction of PTT lines
and integration with analog audio
switchers. Each card includes two
channels. Up to 48 lines can be
incorporated in one 19" frame, 3U
high. Level regulators and equalizer
cards can easily be combined in the
same frame.

Type 660
Visual Matrix Control Software Package

FEATURES

u Operation of lines by logical
names.

u Operation of several levels
simultaneously.

u Operation of preprogrammed
groups of lines.

u Automatic scheduling of events.
u Access to system configuration.
u Custom tailored menues.
u Log files for recording of events.
u Different levels of access rights, to

increase security.
u Runs under MS Windows.

DESCRIPTION

The 660 VMC is an advanced
Windows based software. With its
extensive features, it allows the
operation and configuration of several
switchers, for both audio and video
simultaneously. The Scheduler allows
events to be executed automatically at
a preprogrammed time.
The PCs for the operation can be
connected via a LAN (ARCnet or
Ethernet) and can be configurated to
carry out different operation, with
various levels of access to the system.

FEATURES

u 32 bit Industrial PC based.
u System program on FlashPROM:

no moving part.
u Redundant system with back-up

unit in hot stand-by.
u Communication to NTP 625 matrix

and control devices via LAN.
u Communication to other matrices

via RS232/422.

Type 632-100
Routing Switcher Controller

DESCRIPTION

The Type 632-100 is the controller,
which interfaces to all the matrices and
the operation devices composing a
routing switcher. The system program
and the database for the configuration
of the system is kept in the controller’s
FlashPROM memory. The
communication  can be through a LAN
(ARCnet or Ethernet) or serial lines.
The controller communicates also with
other external devices, such relay
contacts, modulation detectors, etc.
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FAX Reply
+ 45  44 53 11 70

Yes, I am interested in NTP products, so I would like you to:

Send me more
information on the
following
products:

Please contact me about
the possibility of a de-
monstration of NTP's
products

I would like to be included in
your mailing list, in order to
receive updated information

Send me a
quotation on the
following
products:

Australia : 02 99707621; Austria : 0222 6411583; Belgium : 02 7257638; Brazil : 011 6045027; Croatia/
(Slovenia) : 041 611316; Finland : 09 51235355; France : 1 45338103; Germany : 040 66883388; Great Britain :
0181 6440474; Greece : 016746384 Holland : 038 4680400; Hong Kong 28967603; India : 022 1851076; Israel :
03 5625518; Italy : 011 9441155; Japan : 03 33323214; Jordan : 06 686026; Korea (South) : 02 5174306;
Malaysia : 03 7174942; Mexico : 05 2037243; New Zealand : 97796436; Norway : 66 845540; Portugal : 01
4754373; South Africa : 011 7262552; Spain 01 6864492; Sweden : 08 824476; Switzerland : 01 7506691;
USA: 212 5818938

FROM:

Name:

Position:

Company:

Address:

Phone:

Fax:

World wide fax numbers for NTP local distributors



The  575-100 is a full broadcast-
quality digital audio switcher, for
asynchronous operation, with
every input accepting  sampling-
rates from 28kHz to 54 kHz.

The 612 audio routing switcher is the most recent
analog  switching system in the NTP range. A
special feature is the mini jack on each audio
card, for monitoring by headphones, for
maintenance and troubleshooting.

The 179-500 is an analog audio limiter, intended for use
in FM-stereo, analog and NICAM stereo TV
broadcasting. It utilizes the well know pre-emphasis/de-
emphasis technique, in order to  correctly limit signals
with high level  components at high frequencies.



Meter selection Guide

Analog Audio Level Meters

NTP No. of Type  of Reso- Type of Add. Fast Digital Stereo DIN NOR BBC VU Conn. Supply Size
Type channels of lution  input GAIN Integr. Peak Phase type Voltage h x w x d
No. display Time Mem. Meter   (1)

177-750 1 LED   24 Transf. ✔ ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 80x25x98

177-780 2 LED   24 Transf. ✔ ✔ Tuchel 22-32 DC 95x40x98

177-800 2 Neon BG 100 Electr. ✔ ✔ ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 164x40x88

177-900 2 Neon BG 100 Electr. ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 164x40x88

177-950 1+1 Neon BG 100 Electr. ✔ ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 164x40x88

277-100 8 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 140x140x88

277-200 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 140x40x88

277-950 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ Edge 22-32 DC 140x40x88

477-700 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   (2)     (3) 190x40x105

477-750 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔  XLR Mains    (4)

477-800 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   (2)     (3) 190x40x105

477-850 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔  XLR Mains    (4)

377-200 Max 40 RGB Mon. Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 64 way Mains   3Ux19"

377-700 2 Video Mon. Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ XLR Mains   1Ux19"

Digital Audio Level Meters

NTP No. of Type  of Reso- Type of Add. Fast Digital Stereo Dig. Dual Selec. Peak Conn. Supply Size
Type channels of lution  input GAIN Integr. Peak Phase scale Scale Over Hold type Voltage h x w x d
No. display Time Mem. Meter  (5) Load   (1)

477-400 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   (2)   (3) 190x40x105

477-410 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   (2)   (3) 190x40x105

477-450 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ XLR Mains   (4)

477-460 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ XLR Mains   (4)

477-500 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   (2)   (3) 190x40x105

477-510 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   (2)   (3) 190x40x105

477-550 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ XLR Mains   (4)

477-560 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ XLR Mains   (4)

477-900 2 Neon BG 200 Transf. ✔ ✔ XLR 22-32 DC 190x40x105

Note:
All Mono and Stereo meters are available in both vertical and horizontal orientation. (Video PPM only vertical).
(1) Edge Type and 64 way (DIN 41612) connectors are delivered with the instrument, other types are not included.
(2) Tuchel 2701-000 as standard, XLR as option
(3) 22-32 V DC as standard, Mains as option
(4) Table Top version, including mounting bracket and Mains adaptor. Approximate size: 190x40x105 mm.
(5) Dual Scale combines the Digital Scale with PPM Scale. All models with Dual Scale are available in  DIN, NOR and BBC versions.



This installation
includes a NTP Digital
TDM routing switcher
type 625 and its
controller type 632.
The A/D and D/A
converters type 560
can be seen on the
top, while the audio
interfaces of the mbs
Diamond mixer are
placed in the lower
part of the rack.

A panoramic view and a
close-up of  a studio at the
Aktualitätenkomplex  at
SFB in Berlin show a mbs
Diamond digital on-air
mixer. Some NTP
equipment can also be
spotted: analog and digital
PPMs of the 447 serie and
the type 560 A/D and D/A
converters

Panoramic view

Close up
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